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BEFORE THE WASHINGTON UTILITIES AND
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

In the Matter of Seattle
Disposal Company, Rabanco
Ltd., d/b/a Eastside Disposal
and Container Hauling, G-12
Tariff Revision

DOCKET N0. TG-931585

DECLARATION OF LISA SKUMATZ,
Ph. D., IN SUPPORT OF KING
COUNTY'S PETITION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

1. I am an Economist. I received a Bachelor of Arts in

Economics from the University of Wisconsin at Madison, and a Master

of Arts and a Ph.D. in Economics from The Johns Hopkins University.

A copy of my resume, which details my work experience and publica-

tions is attached as Exhibit 1.

2. I was employed as a Research Economist by Battelle Pacific

Northwest Laboratories in Richland, Washington from 1980 until 1985.

I was employed as an Energy Research Analyst by Pacific Gas &

Electric Co. from 1985-87. I was employed as a Rates Analyst by the

City of Seattle Solid Waste Utility from 1987 until 1990. In 1990,

I became Director of the Seattle Office of Synergic Resources

Corporation (SRC) with responsibility for nationwide practice in
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solid waste issues and regional practice in energy issues. I have

been a Vice President of SRC for the past year.

3. I have been involved in rate design and rate studies

including rate designs for solid waste services across North America

since 1985. I have performed solid waste rate design and incentive

feasibility studies for jurisdictions including Victoria, B.C.,

Cincinnati, Ohio, Oak Park, Illinois, Anchorage, Alaska, Fort Wayne,

Indiana, Ventura, California, and Pasadena, California. I have

performed detailed rate studies and implementation for Pasadena,

Cincinnati, and Oak Park.

4. I performed detailed rate studies and implementation for

I~the City of Seattle. I pioneered the concept of "garbage by the

pound" and ob~:?i_red grant funding from she Envirc.~n~ntal Protection

Agency (EPA), Region 10, to design and implement a garbage by the

pound study for the City of Seattle. The study, which included a

test involving Seattle Solid Waste Utility customers, was designed

to determine the impact of garbage by the pound rate design on

levels of waste reduction and recyc~ing.

5. I have given single and multi-day workshops, presentations

and training on the effect of rate incentives an waste reduction and

recycling fir the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commis-

sion, the Greater Vancouver, B.C. Regional District, the British

Columbia Ministry of the Environment, the California Five Cities

Council, and EPA national headquarters.
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6. I have drafted manuals on the effect of rate incentives on

waste reduction and recycling acid implementation of such incentives

for EPA national headquarters, EPA Region 10, and the States of

California and Illinois.

7. I am familiar with Washington Utilities and Transportation

Commission (WUT~) Docket TG-931585, in which Seattle Disposal Co.,

Rabanco Ltd., d/b/a Eastside Disposal and Container Hauling

(Eastside) filed for increased residential garbage and residential

recycle rates. I have reviewed the tariff revision adopted by the

WUTC.

8. I have conducted detailed studies of the reaction of

residential customers to incentive-based (either volume- or weight-

~~asedj rates. Gzneraily, awe f^li:.~ tr~a~ thEr~ are several

reactions to variable rates: garbage tonnage reductions; increases

in recycling and yard waste diversion; and reductions in garbage set

outs. These resoles are consistent with reinforcing the waste

management hier_ar_cny~ The results from other communities shows that

incentive rates, in conjunction with diversion programs, have led to

reports of between 25~ and 65~ reduction in the amount of tonnage

going to landfills or transfer station (with an average of 44~).

Customer survey's show that incentive rats lead to waste reduction

land careful purchasing on the part of customers. One survey shows

'I that 76~ of customers reported more careful decisions in purchasing

'to minimize waste, and 25~ reported using additional efforts to
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reduce garbage. This is the first rung on the waste management

hierarchy. Preliminary statistical work I have conducted shows that

incentive rates are a crucial link to recycling. Extensive evidence

shows that incentive rates lead to greater recycling, but even with

mandatory recycling and mandatory yard waste programs, volume-based

incentive rates lead to an additional 8-13~ percentage points of

diversion and recycling. In addition, garbage set outs from

communities decline dramatically. Reports from Hoffman Estates,

Illinois showed a decline from an average 3.1 units set out (1.86

33-gallon equivalents) to 1.3 stickered bags (a 30~ reduction).

9. I have also published detailed work examining the reaction

of City of Seattle customers, and found that they reduced their

~ subscrib~~ garbage cans frori 3n av~r~ge of 3.5 per household per

week to less than 1.7 cans per week in reaction to the implementa-

tion of variable ran charges. The fist reduction, to about 2.6

cans, came about in response to medium-incentive rate differentials,

where differentials for extra cans were about $3. However, when

rates increased, and in particular, when the rate for the extra can

increased to $5 iii. 1987, customers reduced their subscriptions to

about 1.5 cans (a much larger percentage reduction). In addition,

the City's recycling rate increased from abut 14~ to over 26~

during this period. Finally, in 1989, when more aggressive rate

incentives wexe i.mglemented ~th~ rate for additional cans increased

to $9), and the City introduced yard waste collection and expanded
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the recycling program, customer subscriptions fe11 to 1.0 cans per

household per week. Almost Q0~ of Seattle's customers subscribe to

the mini-care or one can service levels, and the mini-can made sense

for almost a quarter of Seattle's customers. And when even better

incentives were offered through the pilot test of "Garbage by the

Pound," we found an additional 15~ reduction in the number of pounds

of garbage but out for collection. See Attachment 1.

10. Customers change behavior to minimize their .bi11s.

Customers in Sea~ci~ie reacted to new rates proposals in a manner that

showed they w~ra rational. ZYt~ien rates for extra cans increased,

they selected a mix cf services (garbage, yard waste, and recycling)

that reduced the impact of the rate increases on their bills.

~ Customers m~?~.~ selections a~on~ tl:a ~a~_ste management options and

change their behavior to the extent that the impact on their bill is

reduced up to the point that the effort is worth it. And they make

sensible choices. When the yard waste program was introduced in

Seattle with $2 per month charge it was feared that customers might

not subscribe. HowEver, the evidence ~lEarly shows that customers

can make x_atiorial economic decisions . Customers reduced their extra

garbage pan subscriptions ( saving ~9 ) and signed up for the yard

waste co~lection. In doing this, customers reduced their bills by

$7 over what triey would have been, and Seattle's yard waste program

had over 62~ participation and considerably more yard waste than

anticipated was diverted. Seattle's recycling and diversion rate
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jumped to almost 39~. Recycling and yard waste participation were

increased significantly because customers could reduce their bill by

~~Participating.

11. There are several important lessons from this evidence.

Customers react to rates, and greater differentials or greater

incentives are important to generating this behavior. Second,

incentive rates are one of the best methods of causing and maintain-

ing customer behavior that is consistent with the waste management

hierarchy. Rates are monthly reminders to customers to make

appropriate waste management decisions, and evidence shows that the

pocketbook is an excellent mechanism to affect behavior.

12. However, there are thresholds. Customers reacted slug-

gishly to $1.50 and $3 differentials. They reacted more dramatical-

ly to $5 and $9 differentials. Rate incentives must give clear

economic signals that are consistent with the hierarchy and are

clearly understandable to customers. Then customers will change

waste management behavior consistent with the signals provided.

13. In addition, differentials between garbage rates and

diversion need to be high to provide incentives for separating the

waste. The high yard waste participation resulted from the

relatively large dollar savings customers could realize from

modifying behavior and separating yard waste.

14. Bills are important, and customers will change behavior to

reduce bills. The rates that are proposed in this filing do not
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provide an incentive to reduce the amount of garbage set out. In

fact, they create an active disincentive for low levels of garbage.

Customers who produce low levels of garbage through careful buying,

recycling, and yard waste separation will pay higher bills than

those who simply throw all their garbage in the trash. This is an

incentive that is specifically contrary to the waste management

Il hierarchy and goals stated i~ legislation and in area comprehensive

plans. Based on my experience, I would anticipate that the rates

would have a detrimental impact and would lead to a loss of momentum

in the progress toward reaching the solid waste management goals in

the County.

I DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE
OF WASH1IvGTG~~I ~Iil TIfE iJNITED ~~'P_TL~ OF AMERIrA THRT THE FOREGOING IS
TRUE AND ACCURATE TO THE BEST OF MY KI10WI~EDGE AND BELIEF.

DATED this ~~~,. day of ,-.'t, l ~ _ ,,,.~ , 1994 at Seattle,
Washington. i

~,~ -~ --.

1 ~

LISA SKUMATZ, Ph.D.
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